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This paper is an investigative research upon Peirce’s Pragmatic Maxim and his
attempts to find a strict proof for pragmatism. The Pragmatic Maxim is Peirce’s
philosophical originality and the core of his pragmatism, which honors him as father
of American pragmatism. As a principle and method for clarifying concepts
(conceptions) and establishing beliefs, the Maxim associates concepts and beliefs with
our conceivably practical bearings. It examines concepts and beliefs with the effects
of actions to which they would lead, which is similarly the case in experimentation
and which could do much good to scientific inquiries. From the appearance of the
Pragmatic Maxim upon, Peirce’s formulations of the Maxim vary in his different
periods of thoughts. However, there is never substantial modification of the
fundamental ideas behind it. In the eyes of the writer of this paper, all the later
formulations of the Maxim are only based upon the spirit of the classical formulation.
They all come out of Peirce’s attempts to perfect the classical formulation in the
contexts of his many sorts of theories.
As an excellent logician, Peirce recognizes his pragmatism as much better than
other pragmatists’ for the reason that his can be strictly proved as he believes. Peirce’s
attempts to find a proof as of strictness and certainty as mathematical proof for his
pragmatism never cease till the end of his life. He retains theoretical strength and
confidence from his theory of belief and assertion, his ideas about the logic of
scientific inquiries as well as his semiotics of “logical interpretants”. During the final
years of his life, Peirce even devotes his great efforts into establishing a graphic logic
system which he likely believes would be a more efficient and powerful tool than
modern formal logic for proving his pragmatism. It is great pity that the strict proof
Peirce promises is never successfully achieved. The writer proposes that it is a
challenging while valuable research project to supplement and perfect Peirce’s proof
of pragmatism so that it can be ultimately judged whether pragmatism is correct.
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何使我们的观念清楚》(How to Make Our Ideas Clear)一文中，皮尔士就提出了实
用主义准则的一个经典的、也是他本人最为偏好的表述——后来在 1903 年关于





那些效果的概念就是我们关于这个对象的全部概念。”（1878, EP1: 132; 1903, EP2:







⑥ 引译自HOOKWAY, Christopher. The Pragmatic Maxim and the Proof of Pragmatism (2): After 1903 [J]. Cognitio,
2008, v. 9, n.2, p. 59.
⑦ 本文对皮尔士原著引文出处的标注沿袭学界的惯例，即按“EP 卷次: 页码”、“CP卷次.节次”等的方
式（必要时在前面附加注明原文年份）在皮尔士原著引文之后注明。其中，EP指 The Essential Peirce，CP
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